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 The intent of this image was to capture what seems to be infinite depth of a white out snow 

storm. This image shows a wall of snow and how the depth of field makes it look like a galaxy with no 

defined end. I chose this image for the second team project because the team decided to make the 

theme be “Flow Visualization during Spring Break.” 

Flow Apparatus: 

 The flow in this image is defined by the falling snow during a strong snow storm beginning on 

March 23, 2010. The image was taken off the deck of my house pointing the camera approximately 45o 

above the horizontal. The snow was coming down very strongly and creating a white out, and my goal 

was to see how far my flash could penetrate through the wall of blowing snow and the depth that it 

would capture. The photographic setup is shown on the following page 

 



 

 

 

In order to create an effective and stunning image I experimented with various camera settings. 

Initially I was trying to not use the flash and create a time resolved image with streaking snow lines that 

would show how fast the snow was falling and the direction of the snowfall. However this did not work 

out because the snow was so dense that individual streaks did not stand out and I ended up having a 

grey image with no definition. I then started using the flash and various exposures to freeze the snow in 

the air show the depth in a snow field.   

The final image was chosen because I liked how it made the snow storm appear to have no apparent 

end. The image reminds me of satellite telescope images of galaxies that seem to go into the abyss. The 

depth in the image is very clear and you can see how big the snow was from the closer shapes and how 

dense the snow was from the hundreds of smaller white spots deeper in the image.  The snow that was 

captured in the image was very heavy and wet snow. This image was taken about 2 hours after it began 

snowing and there was a lot of accumulation after that short time period.  

 Photoshop: 

The image was slightly enhanced in Photoshop in order to increase the contrast and bring out the details 

in the image. The adjustments were made using the curves function and adjusted to the following levels 

seen below:  

Figure 1. Photographic Technique 
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Figure 2- Photoshop curves adjustment. 

 

After this adjustment there was a circle that changed colors on the right hand side of the image. I 

believe that this was a tiny water droplet that hit the lens.  

 

 

 

Camera Settings: 

The camera setting can be seen on the chart below. 



 


